Get the scoop on green
clothes, food and the
Scottish (yes!) saint.
Read pages 3, 5.

Practice makes perfect:
get ready for SAT day
Wednesday, March 21.
Read page 7.

Music links humanity.
What tunes soothe,
calm or energize?
Read page 4.
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Are we there yet: ending flu season
By Derya Demirel
Correspondent

Photo illustration by DD Demirel/staff

ENOUGH ALREADY! Juniors, from left, Ariana Padilla, Alyssa Ahrens, Mackenzie
Kelly, and back row Cassius Arnold and Serenity Grant illustrate in late February
2018 what so many students, staff and faculty have experienced through
March: nonstop runny noses related to the flu and common colds.

Clean remotes, wash hands, replace toothbrushes

Something has run rampant around
Kennedy, and it created an immense
path of destruction.
The students and faculty of
Kennedy need to protect themselves
from the H3N2 influenza virus (also
known as the flu) that has killed multiple people, by identifying warning
signs and finding solutions to stop the
spread of the illness in March 2018.
Why is the flu so severe this year?
Decreased vaccine effectiveness
seems to be the major reason the flu
has been lethal this year, according to
Time Magazine.
The flu shot was only effective
against approximately 30 percent of
flu viruses, according to Time.
63 children and many more elderly
people have died from the flu this season, as of Feb. 10, 2018, according to
USA Today.

Because of the lack of effectiveness
in the flu shot, the cases have been
much more widespread through the
continental United States, said Time.
What are symptoms of the flu?
Feverishness, a persistent cough,
body aches, fatigue, and a sore throat
are all symptoms of the flu, according
to supervisor Mr. Joseph Gorman from
the Waterbury Public School Department of Health and Physical Education.
If someone has the flu, these symptoms will come on abruptly. This differs from common colds where symptoms come on gradually, according to
the Center for Disease Control (CDC).
How can you protect yourself from
the flu?
Although the flu shot was not as
efficient as previous years, the CDC
still advises people to get the shot.

If they obtain the flu shot and still
get the flu, the symptoms could be less
severe, said the CDC
If someone in your home has the
flu, it is important to limit the spread
of germs through the family, according
to Gorman.
It is obvious that washing your
hands is important, but there are other
ways of containing germs as well.
Isolating a sick person’s toothbrush
from the rest of the family’s toothbrushes helps avoid cross contamination. After the sick person is well, you
should replace their toothbrush, according to Gorman.
Many sick people spend a good
amount of time watching TV.
Disinfecting shared TV remotes
with anti-bacterial wipes are an overlooked fix to stopping the spread of
germs.

Celebrating Nutrition Month in March: how healthy do you eat?
By Antonio Arrindell, Kevin Lush
Staff Writer, Correspondent

“The first wealth is health,” according to
writer Ralph Waldo Emerson.
March 2018 is Nutrition Month, sponsored
each year by the Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics to promote healthy eating and good
exercise habits, so staff, students and Waterbury
residents were interviewed on “healthy eating”
and tips or advice for others to spread knowledge on how a few tweaks to your diet can result
in optimal health.

“A healthy diet
would be something
that gives your body
the nutrients it needs,
in this case protein,
plenty of water, and a
great source of calcium,” said Mr.
DiLaurentis, a substitute teacher and retired
science teacher whose daughter is a practicing
medical doctor.
Which foods are rich in protein?

“Meat, spinach,
kale,” said DiLaurentis.
How about when
feeling weak or sluggish,
what foods should a person consume?
“I eat melons and
fruits that contain citrus,” said Nathalia
Valera, a junior.
“Fruit,” said Dr. Sagnella, an Italian language
teacher. “Or a nice cup of cappuccino--no sugar.”
It’s proven that many Americans exceed the

recommended intake levels of sugar and other
unhealthy ingredients.
“Typical American diets exceed the recommended intake levels or limits in four categories:
calories from solid fats, added sugars, refined
grains, and sodium,” according to www.hhs.gov/
fitness/resource-center/
Pay close attention to nutrition facts to see
the amount of calories you are consuming daily.
“I have to be extremely aware, I have celiac
(an immune system condition in which people
can’t eat gluten because it damages their small
See NUTRITION MONTH, page 4 bottom

American Studies class gets rural pen pals
By Herta Sufka
News Editor

Students exchange letters with Plainfield teens for four months

A pen pal activity goes a long way.
Kennedy and Plainfield high schools’ American Studies classes
have been doing a pen pal activity writing to each other since
October 2017, and visited in person Friday, Feb. 16, 2018, since
Plainfield is a rural, small school with roughly 675 students from
three towns. Plainfield students experienced a new setting in
Waterbury, and the trip was possible from UConn’s grant for
transportation.
“We thought it would be a great opportunity to have our
students reach out to students with different backgrounds,” said
Ms. Maher, Plainfield’s American Studies teacher.
Kennedy is a huge school compared to Plainfield plus Kennedy
is urban, and serves students from diverse cultural backgrounds.
Yet Plainfield is small and rural. The Plainfield students were able
to meet new people and be exposed to a new environment with
their visit.
“It’s a great opportunity for the students to make new friends,”
said Mr. Caruso, Kennedy’s American Studies English teacher.

The majority of Plainfield students might not leave their town,
so visiting Kennedy will allow them to meet new people and
make new friends, according to Maher.
“I’m really excited to finally meet my pen pal. I can’t wait to
finally be able to put a face to who I have been talking to and have
slowly evolved a friendship with,” said junior Jocelyn DiNino.
Both American Studies classes have been sending letters for
about four months, and are anticipating meeting in person.
“I like the interaction we get between each other, even though
it’s limited by our letters there’s so much to to say, it’s a bit old
fashioned but fun,” said junior Sergio Guevarao.
There are some difficulties expressing yourself on paper but
the students have become more descriptive in each letter. The
American Studies classes will be doing an activity with each other
when Plainfield students visit.
“We are going to have the students pair up with their pen pal
and do an activity and then lunch,” said Mrs. Harris, Kennedy’s
American Studies Social Studies teacher.

Photo by H. Sufka/staff

READING BETWEEN THE LINES Kennedy’s American Studies
class of juniors has been exchanging letters with pen pals from
Plainfield High School’s American Studies class for approximately
four months (see above). The Plainfield students visited Kennedy
Friday, Feb. 16, 2018 to meet their pen pals in person and experience life for a little bit at a large, urban high school. They are seen
together in the media center (bottom photo). Plainfield is a small,
rural school with about 675 students.
Photo compiled by H. Sufka with V. Harris/staff
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Allergies hit hard Daylight savings time seems to have little impact
Moving clocks ahead March 11 marks 100th anniversary of DST

By Aimee Reinozo, Tiara Franco

By Alex Robinson, Mehdi Namazi

Staff Writer, Correspondent

Graphic Designer, Staff Writer

Spring flowers, spring allergies.
Imagine your face swelling up, sneezing non
stop, tears running down your cheeks just
because of “spring fever.” People who have allergies go through these symptoms yet medications or home remedies may help.
“If you have allergies or asthma, spring can
be a challenging time of the year,” according to
Dr. Carah B. Santos, www.NationalJewish.org.
During spring, some students struggle with
allergies that can ruin someone’s day and make it
difficult to concentrate during class.
“It’s frustrating, it bothers my eyes and makes
it difficult to breathe,” said Iyanna Figueroa, a
freshman.
Allergies are common and could be a struggle,
but there are home remedies that can work.
“One of my favorite home remedies is a
ginger, honey, garlic tea,” said Jennifer Calle, a
sophomore from Brooklyn, New York.
Some allergies are seasonal, others yearly and
in some cases allergies change due to weather.
“They’re usually worse when it rains or it’s
really windy,” said Ariana Rice, a freshman.
Although allergies change, allergies can make
your day seem longer than preferred.
“Just slowwww, everything takes forever,”
said Mrs. Rothen, a math teacher.

Change is for the better.
U.S residents of all states except Arizona
and Hawaii change the time on their clocks twice
a year for daylight savings--in 2018 it’s Sunday,
March 11--a task originally put into place to
give people a chance to better use daylight.
“Daylight Savings Time (DST) is a seasonal
time change measure where clocks are set ahead
of standard time during part of the year, usually
by one hour. As DST starts, the
sun rises and sets later, on the clock,
than the day before.Today, about
40 percent of countries worldwide
use it to make better use of daylight and to conserve energy,”
according to timeanddate.com.
Imagine doing homework in the
dark or trying to play a sport without any sunlight. In the 1900s many
workers relied on the sunlight,
especially farmers. Since it is not
possible to keep the sun out for longer, scientist
George Vernon Hudson presented the idea of
changing clocks twice a year so workers could
utilize the sunlight more.

“I thought daylight savings would plague my
life forever,” said Waterbury resident Jrue Brown.
Growing up, Brown believed the biannual
change with the clocks would ruin his sleep cycle
for the rest of his life.
“If we wanted to get rid of it, there would be
negligible effects,” said Mrs.Hermes, a Kennedy
psychology teacher.
Hermes sees how little of an effect daylight
savings has on the world today.
Hermes knows that most people
will adjust within a few days, and
house pets and babies won’t even
notice a difference. She isn’t the only
one who sees a lack of necessity in
daylight savings, however.
“In this day and age there is no
real use for it,” said senior Naomi
Mumper
For some students like Mumper,
daylight savings is nothing other
than an inconvenience. She is confident there
would be no repercussions if society did away
with daylight savings.
“I don’t like daylight savings during the

Staff Writer

Students welcome new teacher
By Salma Akter
Staff Writer

Earn scholarship money,
get career opportunities,
improve your writing,
be a published author,
gain community service,
and more:
what are you waiting for?
Sign up for Journalism or Public
Speaking courses, and join
The Eagle Flyer Kennedy’s
award-winning student newspaper.
No experience necessary.
Stop by room 105 or ask your guidance
counselor to learn more.

♦ 2018 is the 100th year of daylight savings
♦ It runs for eight months
♦ The government enacted it March 19,
1918 to conserve coal
♦ It saves lives and prevents traffic injuries,
according to the Department of Transportation, since more people travel and
complete errands in daylight.

Would self selecting novels lead to more student engagement?

From the minute you learn to read until the day you go blind, we never
stop reading.
Even if you dislike reading books, you are always reading on social
media, cereal boxes, even pill bottles whether you realize it or not.
Because of this factor, should students be allowed to choose what they
want to read in high school English class? How much would it promote
better engagement?
“Students should be able to read what they want because they’d be
more interested in the material, which would most likely boost the English

phone (860) 274-9019
fax (860) 274-9113
Restaurant/Bar/Pizza/Takeout/Catering

DID YOU KNOW?

Should students select their own books for English class?
By Madison Turner

Nonna Lucia’s Restaurant
1133 Main Street
Watertown , CT 06795

winter months,” said Waterbury Career Academy sophomore Max Williamson.
Williamson plays basketball at Career
Academy and never enjoyed changing his clock
in the winter. It was always hard dealing with
the clocks turning back. Williamson enjoys doing
outdoor activities and he doesn’t like coming
inside a few hours sooner.
“I don’t like it, especially since I enjoy being
outside,” said Kennedy senior Ivan Meraz.
Meraz moved to Connecticut from Arizona
his sophomore year. Coming here from Arizona,
one of two states without daylight savings, it
was strange to have to turn his clocks back, and
it seemed like nothing but a little extra work.

After 3 months, teacher arrives

Students are giving Mr. Miller a warm welcome.
Seniors and SOAR sophomores finally have a new English teacher, Mr.
Grant Miller, after the unexpected, unexplained absence of Mr. Morgan
three months prior in fall 2017, and while building substitute Mr. Gus
Krisavage filled in for some periods, Miller began in January 2018.
“This is my first teaching job at a school,” said Miller.
Miller grew up in Stratford, Conn. and moved to Naugatuck during
middle school. He went to Seymour High School and earned his bachelor’s
degree at Fairfield University.
“My first major in college was English,” said Miller.
He gained interest in law, then was accepted into several schools,
choosing to attend Chicago-Kent College of Law in Chicago, Illinois.
“(My) last year at law school I realized law isn’t my place,” said Miller.
Miller’s previous professions include security guard, working in criminal
defense and public defense, and as a federal defender in Chicago. He also
studied in an education program, Upward Bound, and in a journalism
program at Northwestern University.
“I was a freelance journalist in Connecticut and Chicago. That’s been
my job until I was hired to teach here in Kennedy,” said Miller.
Miller’s role models are his grandfather, grandmother and aunt. He said
he believes his family is the greatest blessing.
“My grandfather gave wisdom to me, my grandmother was an English
teacher for 30 years in Connecticut and my Aunt Linda was the first female
African American teacher in Stratford High School,” said Miller.
Prior to Miller’s arrival, students were complaining about not having a
teacher for an academic class, not learning anything and having another
free period like a study hall. Students seem really happy to see him as their
English teacher after not having a teacher for so long.
“I’m definitely glad we have a teacher finally, I just wish we didn’t have
to wait as long as we did to get one,” said senior Savannah Mclaver.
Some students are ready to learn but some said it’s hard to go back to
working after three months without working in class.
“I feel relieved we are finally being taught something after three months
of not having a teacher but it’s kind of overwhelming due to the fact we
weren’t learning anything before he came so it feels like a lot of work,” said
senior Talia Ayala.
Miller started teaching about something unique: the Amendments.
“We pay money to attend law school but the youth don’t have much
knowledge on regular basic laws to use on the streets,” said Miller.
Students are enthusiastic about the First, Fourth and the Fourteen Amendments, along with reading Animal Farm, Jane Eyre and Great Expectations
in his class.
“It was a nice of him to let us know about the Amendment. I learned
from him a lot of things I never heard of before,” said senior Eleni Gongo.
Miller sees improvement in students with lessons and engagement.
“I see myself learning because of him. Mr. Miller takes time out to
explain assignments to us and he gives us time to do them so they aren’t
rushed,” said Mclaver.
Miller’s students are satisfied having him as their teacher and the lessons
he is teaching. Other teachers showed interest and gave advice.
“Classroom management is very important and difficult to learn,” said
Mrs. Morris, biology teacher.
“Getting to know the kids is the key and stay professional,” said Mr.
Mancuso, technology education department chair. “Relating to students
will help you to know what they’re interested in and it will be easy for you
to pick topics.”
Miller has his own advice for students to succeed.
“Students need to be professional and participate to pass,” said Miller.

grades that have already sunk so low,” said Rebekah Merancy, a senior.
Of course many of the books read in school can be considered classics
but times have sadly changed.
“Many of the (classics) are important but I would also love students
to choose their own independent reading book. Obviously the more
interested they are the more students will pay attention,” said Miss
Hicock, English teacher.
In any case, this could cause the problem of multiple assignments or
projects but what if the books were close to the same?
“I do think high school students should be allowed to read whatever
book they wish but the teachers should choose the genre. That way the
teacher could compose a skeletal outline in which they ask students the
importance of their reading because every book is written the same: exposition, climax, and conclusion,” said Brandon Camacho, 2017 graduate.
Not to mention, not every student can comprehend at the same reading
level.
“Students shouldn’t be held back due to their peers slower learning
disabilities,” said Kat McMullin, freshman at Kaynor Technical High
School.

Learn from freshmen who
survived taking midterms
By Janelle Djan
Staff Writer

Some advice: listen to teachers

Freshman not only in Kennedy, but in Waterbury high schools, took
their first high school midterms in early 2018, and for some, it was their
first midterm exam ever since they went to a Pre-K through grade 8
school that never had midterms, leading to intense emotions.
“My first thoughts were all over the place. At first I thought I was not
gonna be able to make it through them, but then I relaxed and was able to
finish them without any problems,” said Armani Mayes, a freshman at
Holy Cross High School.
“I’ve heard about midterms and I was very terrified at first. When the
teacher started giving us what to study I was even more scared,” said
Fabiola Murati, a freshman at Waterbury Career Academy.
“My first thoughts about midterms were they were gonna be
extremely hard. When I took my first exam although I studied, I was very
nervous. The exams were not easy, but they’re not as difficult as I
thought they would be,” said Kelsey DaRocha, a freshman at Kennedy.
Midterms are definitely not a piece of cake. Of course there were
some subjects easier and harder than the others.
“I feel that my easy midterm for me was my period five class which
is Spanish because I speak fluent Spanish,” said DaRocha.
“My first two periods were Algebra and English, and English was
harder for me,” said Mayes.
“My easiest midterm so far was Algebra and I believe it will continue
to be Algebra because of how I like math and I am always focused in that
class,” said Murati.
No one likes to fail. If someone could have given you a heads up on
your first midterm of how it would be like wouldn’t that be lovely? What
advice would you give to the next group of incoming freshman?
“I would tell them to take all the advice and tips your teachers give
you and prepare way in advance and do not wait last minute and
overwhelm yourself,” Mayes said.
Other students said to study for a little bit of time each day. Read over
notes you took, re-read the sections you have learned and do your homework because many of the midterm exam questions come from homework and tests.
“Some of the things I would tell the new incoming freshman next
school year is that midterms are not as hard as they are anticipated to be.
If you are a good student that pays attention, you will do good. Another
tip is to save every assignment/test because they will come in handy
while studying,” Murati said.

Features
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What should the new superintendent (yet to be hired) focus on?

By Cameron Feliciano
Features Editor

“Earlier decisions on delays and
cancellations.”

“Improving the classrooms and the overall beautification of the school.”

“More projects to make sure the kids are
keeping up with the curriculum.”

Cris Bond, senior

Carolina Nazario, sophomore

Mariann Rivera (left), freshman with Kariana
Quinones (right), senior

“I haven’t been here very long, but
improving the technology.”

“The school budget for activities.”

“I feel the dress code should be loosened because
fashion is the way people express themselves.”
Ivan Meraz, senior

Bernadotte Sufka, junior

Mr. Miller, English teacher

Why wear green March 17? Seasonal foods shine thanks to traditions
By Elena Acevedo
Staff Writer

Blue first linked to holiday

Why do we wear green on St.
Patrick’s Day?
Whether you’re Irish or not, many
like to wear green and celebrate St.
Patrick’s Day. But have you ever wondered why people
wear green every
March 17?
“Originally (it
was) a Roman
Catholic feast day
for Ireland’s patron
saint,” according to
Husna Haq, a correspondent for The
Christian Science
Monitor website.
St. Patrick’s Day
was only celebrated
in Ireland before the
1600s. It was a religious holiday but
over time, became a celebration of Irish
culture.
“Irish immigrants in the U.S. held
some of the first St. Patrick’s Day
parades,” said Haq.
In the 1700s Irish immigrants
brought over to America their cultures
as well as their beloved holiday, St.
Patrick’s Day. They wanted to
celebrate and honor Ireland’s patron.
But why do people wear green?
“According to some accounts, blue
was the first color associated with St.
Patrick’s Day,” said Haq.
But change began occurring in the
17th century: green was one of the
colors in Ireland’s flag and it was used

for many revolutionary groups
throughout history.
“Patrick used a three-leaf clover,
or shamrock, as part of his teachings,”
according to Rose Davidson of the
National Geographic staff.
Ireland is an island, filled with
grassy hills, and
leafy trees, which
why it is usually
referenced to as the
Emerald Isle. In the
18th century, green
was finally used as
part of the St.
Patrick Day festivities. The shamrock became its national symbol. Due
to Ireland’s landscape, historical background, and
popularity of the shamrock, the color
was changed then from blue to green.
“A four- leaf clover is just considered a symbol of good luck,” said
Davidson.
As early as the 1700s there was a
legend that claimed if you did not wear
green, leprechauns would pinch you.
So people began pinching anyone they
saw who was not wearing green as a
reminder that leprechauns would sneak
up on those not wearing green and
pinch them.
“There is a legend that wearing
green makes you invisible to leprechauns,” according to Huffpost.

By Aliyah Garofalo, Kwai Parker
Correspondents

Family recipes of corned beef, cabbage vary

Green eggs and ham, green bagels,
shamrock shakes. Sound familiar? It’s
because it’s that time of the year to
celebrate Saint Patrick’s Day with
these seasonal favorites.
During March residents in Waterbury, Conn. eat different types of
foods to traditionally celebrate Saint
Patrick’s Day or just because they are
their favorite, ranging from homemade
corned beef and cabbage to going out
to restaurants like Maggie McFly’s.
“Sometimes I make green rice
crispy treats shaped like shamrocks
in March,” said Loren Morales, a therapeutic Family Time case manager.
A lot of people celebrate Saint
Patrick’s Day and they aren’t even

Irish. It just becomes a tradition.
“I’m not Irish, but I like to celebrate
Saint Patrick’s Day with my family
by cooking some corned beef and cabbage and making different types of
desserts that I dye green,” said Tabatha
Garofalo, a Waterbury resident.
Some Saint Patrick’s Day favorites
are only available during March.
“I look forward to drinking a shamrock shake every March with my older
sister because that’s the only time of
the year when McDonalds sells
them,” said freshman Paul Garofalo.
The color green is associated with
Saint Patrick’s Day just like corned
beef and cabbage is a traditionally made
food from the Irish.

“I’m Irish and every Irish person I know eats corned beef and
cabbage on Saint Patrick’s Day. I
know corned beef and cabbage isn’t
every Irish person’s favorite but it
definitely is mine,” said Jessica
Smith, a Waterbury resident.
Corned beef and cabbage can be
made different ways. Irish families
may have recipes passed down
generation to generation.
“My grandma has a corned beef
and cabbage recipe that is the best.
It tastes amazing. All I know is she
makes it in a slow cooker, she hasn’t
shared all her special ingredients with
me yet,” said Erika Agular, a Waterbury resident.

St. Patrick’s history remains mystery to many
By Kevin Luarasi
Staff Writer

Scottish roots surface

He was a saint, but who is he?
Not many members of the Kennedy community know
why there is a holiday dedicated to St. Patrick, yet there is a
history behind the man celebrated every March 17.
“St. Patrick, according to Roman Catholic authorities,
was born at Kirkpatrick, near Dumbarton, Scotland, in the
year 387,” according to The Book of Days by George
William Douglas.
That means that St. Patrick isn’t Irish, he’s Scottish, but
other people thought his legend originated somewhere else.
“I believe it originated in Ireland,” said Kennedy graduate
Kristina Luarasi.
Many people believe the shamrock brings luck on St.
Patrick’s Day, but what does it really mean?
“He plucked a shamrock and said the three leaves repre-

sented the three persons of the Trinity and that the stem
on which they grew represented the Godhead and was
typical of the unity of three in one,” according to Douglas.
People know St. Patrick was an influential man, but
some people might not know what he did.
“He is a guy that gave good luck around Ireland,” said
sophomore Sammantha Benjamin.
Even though St. Patrick’s Day is a well known holiday,
some people don’t celebrate it.
“Saint Patrick’s Day, it means nothing to me,” said
junior Kendrick Dawson.
Some people don’t know why St. Patrick’s Day
became a holiday, but they have their guesses.
“I think it became a holiday because St. Patrick was an
important figure in Ireland,” said science teacher Mr. Ryan
Walker, but who knows what St. Patrick did for Ireland?
“St. Patrick banished all the snakes except one old
serpent, which refused to leave,” according to Douglas.

Commentary
Staff Editorial

Living peacefully helps
make dreams come true
“I have a dream that one day in Alabama little
black boys and black girls will join hands with little
white boys and white girls as sisters and brothers,”
said Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., describing his dream
that still stands today with Black, White, Hispanic,
Latino, Bengali, Albanian, Guyanese, Chinese, Japanese, and every other race as the “American Dream.”
An immigrant (whether legal or illegal) or a refugee does not come to America to seek more threats,
but with hopes of a better future, something we must
remember as we fight for societal justice and make
our own dreams come true. Immigrants hope to find
a better home with better potential for their children,
as said by the famous music artist Camila Cabello.
“Tonight, in this room full of music’s dreamers, we
remember this country was made by dreamers, for
dreamers, chasing the American dream,” the former
Fifth Harmony member said at the Grammys. “I’m
here on this stage tonight because just like the Dreamers, my parents brought me to this country with nothing in their pockets but hope. They showed me what
it means to work twice as hard and never give up.”
Indeed America is made by the dreamers, who
impacted our country with their perspectives. However, there are different types of dreamers, such as
the greed-driven, selfish version like The Great
Gatsby’s of “an orgastic future that year by year recedes before us. It eluded us then, but that’s no matter -- tomorrow we will run faster, stretch out our
arms farther.” This greed led to the stock market crash
of 1929 and the Great Depression, according to
www.thebalance.com, yet is very different from immigrants’ dreams. They want the best in their lives as
other dreamers do, and often must rebuild what they
have lost, something we must remember before we
judge others or people deny our own dreams.
As a dreamer, immigrant or not, “you are as good
as anyone,” Doreen Rappaport wrote in her book The
Life of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.) If you want to
make your dreams reality, work hard and do not give
up because of comments or situations that bring you
down. There are people who are going to support you
and people who are going to criticize you. Accomplishing dreams may not be easy, but giving your dreams
a try does not hurt. Remember “hate cannot drive out
hate. Only love can do that” because “sooner or later,
all the people of the world will have to discover a way
to live together,” Rappaport and Dr. King believed.
You should, too. Go live your dream.
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Music links, soothes humanity
By Vivian Bunker
Staff Writer

What mood do tunes set for you?

Music: a sound that connects us all.
Everyone listens to music,
whether it is rock, pop, country, R&B, or Hispanic, but no
matter what genre it is, music
has the effect of changing how
we feel and impacting people
in different ways.
“(Music) calms me, unless
it’s like rap and then it just
angers me,” said history
teacher Mrs. Joyce.
Joyce mostly listens to
country music, but enjoys
listening to music more while
doing certain things.
“(I listen to music) usually
when I’m happy, or I’m cooking or baking, or when I try to
dance with my dog,” said
Joyce.
Some people listen to
music to improve their day.
“It gets me in a good mood
for the rest of the day,” said
Kelsey Goldbach, a sophomore..
Others may listen to
music for more personal
reasons, such as:
“To make me feel better,
to let out my feelings,” said
Angeline Tirado, a Wilby
freshman.
“It really helps me channel
my emotions,” said Goldbach.
Some listen to music to
change their mood, while
others listen to music depending on their mood.
“If I’m happy, I’ll listen to
happy music, so I can stay
happy,” said Jessica Boisvert,

an eighth grader at Wallace.
Music can also affect
people’s productivity.
“I work better with music,”
said Tirado.
“It definitely helps me
focus when I’m doing homework or studying,” said
Goldbach. “I can’t really work
in silence.”
However, not all work better with music.
“I can’t multitask unless it’s
in the background, but I can’t
work and listen to music,” said
Joyce.
Where exactly do peoples’
music interests originate from?
“It’s based on what they
hear when they grow up, or the
people they hang around with,”
said Joyce. “Like their friend
circle.”
Many people who listen to
music are influenced by where
they live, who they live or hang
around with, and how they live
(based on their past experiences
and opinions).
“It depends on the person
and how their lifestyle is,’ said
Tirado.
Who is influenced more by
music?
“It’s more influential on
younger people because that’s
when you usually try to find
yourself,” said Joyce.
How do music artists influence people?
“By encouraging people and
entertainment,” said Tirado.
“They can inspire people to
follow their dreams or to do

something they
usually wouldn’t
do,” said Joyce.
What is the
message in most
music?
“I hear a lot of
messages
of
love,”
said
Goldbach.
“A lot of songs
are about love or
hate,” said Joyce.
No matter
what the song is
about, people
seem to find a
special connection with music
that they wouldn’t find anywhere else.
“It’ll calm my soul and
what I can do, then, is become
a better father and a better person in the family, so that I can
come and engage, re-engage, in
a different manner,” said
Michael Schneider, a retired
marine of 22 years, according
to www.arts.gov.
Schneider was affected by
many injuries, such as a traumatic brain injury and decompression sickness, as a result
of his military service. Overall, along with PTSD (post
traumatic stress disorder)
these symptoms pushed him
to want a new beginning, and
music was what gave him
exactly that.
“The best part is it challenged me, and it found a new
space in my brain that opened
up I never knew I had. And

that seemed to be the one thing
that helped, kind of, bypass my
injury,” said Schneider, according to www.arts.gov. “As a
whole, the music and the different therapies I’ve received
provided me outlets, for my
PTSD mainly, to channel my
anger (and) my aggression.”
Even if music doesn’t give
you a new beginning, there are
plenty of pros that come along
with music, and we tend to pick
out our own.
“I like how listening to a certain song or certain genre, can
remind me of a good or bad
memory,” said Goldbach.
In the end it’s how people
interpret the lyrics that gives
meaning to the song.
“Some of my favorite lyrics
that give me advice are ‘you are
beautiful, no matter what they
say,’ because when people try
to bring me down, that song lifts
me up,” said Tirado.

Horoscopes bring enjoyment, not necessarily facts
By Fuka Reale, Andry Evangelista
Managing Editor, Staff Writer

What zodiac signs do you read about or believe in?

What if one sentence predicted the next 10 years of your life?
Horoscopes, meaning “circle of animals,” originated nearly
2,000 years ago in ancient Greece through the study of constellations and astrology in order to determine agricultural patterns,
even though people today read horoscopes to learn more about
their personalities and get insight on their
futures.
“I don’t follow it wholeheartedly, but
I find some truth in it. Whether you believe in it or not, it’s an interesting topic
to research,” said Milena Familia, a
senior.
More than one fourth, or 27 percent
of Americans, still read their horoscopes,
according to a National Science Foundation survey taken in 1999.
“Astrology doesn’t always give an
accurate insight into someone’s personality, I find it’s either hit or miss,” said
Familia.
Babylonian astrology was first introduced to the Greeks in
the 4th century BC, according to www.astologies.com.
Astrology was used to learn accurate details about the past,
present and future.
The Babylonian astrologers believed the sun, moon and planets possessed distinct powers, according to www.astrologies.com.
Horoscopes have been used to determine future destinies,

love lives and personalities, regardless of evidence.
“We tend to think things happen for a reason and we tend to
leap upon whatever reasons (are) available to us, even if they’re
not entirely true,” according to Julian Baggini, an astrologer and
philosopher from smithSonianmag.com.
A fun way to learn about your personality is by reading up on your zodiac sign,
even though they don’t necessarily define
who you are.
Horoscopes offer an escape from daily
anxieties and they can be influential. Some
people want to fit their personalities to
their horoscopes, according to Dr.
Margaret Hamilton, a psychologist.
People who believe in their horoscopes
tend to strongly correlate their personality with their sign.
“I wouldn’t say I believe in them, but
they are interesting to read. I think it’s so
interesting how some are so accurate but
they’re all open to interpretation,”said Taylor Afable, a senior.
“I’m a Leo and some characteristics of Leo’s are passionate,
generous, stubborn and lazy. Some characteristics are ridiculously
spot on but others are nothing like me.”
“My zodiac sign is Gemini, and some characteristics they are
known for include (being) extroverted, intelligent, witty, communicative, and flighty, just to name a few,” said Familia.

Celebrate Nutrition Month by trying to eat healthy

Fast food tempts but pay attention to calories, carbs, artificial ingredients
NUTRITION MONTH, from page one

intestine),” said Valera.
Sagnella said, “I’m very
aware--a balanced diet is key
to a healthy body and mind.”
Now that some are aware
of the healthy kinds of food
items, what are food items
people should stay away
from?
“Carbs and artificial ingre-

dients,” said Valera.
“Pork, I have Crohn’s Disease (a chronic inflammatory
bowel disease that cause inflammation in the digestive tract)
so milk makes me sick. Stay
away from soda,” DiLaurentis
said.
Along with these items, fast
food play a major role in health

problems and diseases. However, fast foods are still highly
consumed.
“The fast food industry
spends $5 million every day
to market foods that are ultimately unhealthy to families
and children,” according to
brandongaille.com.
Although fast foods may be

tempting, most people know a
home-cooked nutritious meal
is much better and healthier,
like...
“Wild salmon in white wine
with spinach and basil, or a dish
of pasta with vegetables or meat
sauce, topped with fresh
‘parmigiano,’ ” said Sagnella.
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Poetry Corner
Keepsakes
By Vivian Bunker
Movie tickets, wristbands, notes.
Why I keep them I don’t know
Maybe to never forget, maybe to relive,
maybe to feel the pain of moving on,
over and over again.
Losing them over and over again.
They were just there, in this world, in my arms.
Now they’re gone.
Now they’re just blurred visions of the past.
Now feeling this pain is worth seeing them all again.
All of the moments, that turned to memories so fast.
They cast a spell on my soul, on my mind.
Forcing me to rewind.
But once I press play again, real life continues.
And I realize how time is of the essence
to collect those movie tickets, wristbands, notes
So that those blurred visions can always become
clearer when I feel like hitting rewind.
Of course some say you have to focus on the now,
but now relies so heavily on then.
But I don’t focus on the then,
that’s why they’re confused.
I focus on the now and how it’s no longer then
and everything now seems to be fused
By one collection, of movie tickets, wristbands and notes.

She Notices

Just Because

By Vivian Bunker

By Neisha Zambrana

What kills her makes her stronger.
Reincarnation of herself is allowing what killed her,
to make herself a better person.
Shape her into a new person.
So when she looks in the mirror she sees a new face,
because her past erased one more
blemish or fear from her face.
Every time something kills her
it’s one less thing to fear.
Once her fears are gone she eases those of another, like
her brother, together they are unbeatable, but when
separated, something’s missing.
So she sits at her window wishing for new scenery,
but same yard same neighbors are there.
That’s why travel is so intriguing, but no one is aware
Of the way the wind changes in different places.
Everywhere it’s different, no two places can compare.
For the winds carry different screams
whenever a fear is lifted,
and carries it away to someone else.
She should know.
She notices these things.
And as time goes on they are shared,
to all of the people she cares for, which is a lot.
Doing all of these things alone,
makes her infused with the world.
Everything revolves around her.
She doesn’t make all of the decisions,
but can watch others make theirs.
Can watch others grow stronger, from dying a few times.

Just because I am Hispanic
I am not lazy
I am not stupid
I am not on welfare
I am a hard worker

You

By Celina O’Neil

By Imael Izquierdo

Just because I am a girl
I am not crazy
I am not weak
I am not stupid
I am caring

All the best love songs have already been sung
Practiced and performed already
But, there’s only one word that can show your
Personality and I’ll make sure to say it steady
You, it’s all you need to be, it’s all I’ll ever need
It’s all I need to make my heart beat and let it bleed
You, the best word in the world in every single way
You, the one that keeps me here,
the one that helps me stay
The world can split us up, for millions of miles
But somehow you make me laugh and even smile
In a world that’s so dark, you just bring the light
In a place that is so young, you just make it right
You, a perfect word with only one part missing
You, just add me, it’s all I’m wishing
You, adding me will make it into we
Just give it one chance and see what we can be

Just because I am a girl
I do not have to cook and clean for you
I do not need to depend on a boy
I do not wear makeup to impress you
I am powerful
Just because I am a girl
I do not need to beg for attention
I can play video games
I can do anything a boy can do
I am successful
And...
Just because I am a boy
I am not aggressive
I am not dominant
I am not less sensitive
I am caring

Just Because
By Denise Rivera

Just because I am a boy
Doesn’t mean I’m obsessesed with video games
Doesn’t mean I can’t like pink
Doesn’t mean I have more rights
I am strong
Just because I am a boy
I do not need to be tall
I do not hate books
I do not hate fashion
I am powerful
Just because I am a boy
I can get emotional
I can cook and clean
I can do anything a girl can do
I am successful

Just Because
By Katerine Lugo
Just because I’m a girl,
I am not weak.
I am not moody
when I’m on my period.
I am not like every other girl.
I am unique.
Just because I’m short,
I am not violent.
I am not your arm rest.
I am not cute.
I am a fuzzy adorable llama
ninja.
Just because I am Puerto Rican,
I am not loud.
I am not going to throw
a sandal at you.
I am not going to eat rice, beans
and chicken every day.
I am the opposite of what you
think.
Just because I am quiet,
I am not dangerous.
I am not suicidal.
I am not mean.
I am a person you just haven’t
met yet.

Just because I am a woman
I am not stupid
I am not a maid
I am not useless
I am helpful
Just because I am a woman
I am not weak
I am not dumb
I am not a slave
I am strong
Just because I am Hispanic
I am not poor
I am not dirty
I am not an immigrant
I am American
Just because I am a woman
I am not in need of a man
I am not weak-minded
I am not a stay-at-home
I am independent

Just Because

Just because I am a girl
Doesn’t mean I have to wear heels
Doesn’t mean I can’t pay for myself
Doesn’t mean I like shopping
I am strong

Just because I am a woman
I am not a slut
I am not a b****
I am not a ho
I am a human

Just because I am a young girl
I am not invisible
I am not somebody
I am not no one
I am someone
Just because I am interested in school
I am not a geek
I am not stuck-up
I am not weird, I am determined for success
Just because I am Puerto Rican
I am not loud
I am not stupid
I am not a spic
I am proud
Just because I am strong-willed I am not ALWAYS head strong
I am not hell-bent
I am not bossy
I am a mountain

Just because I am Hispanic
I am not worthless
I am not bad
I am not a user
I am an equal
Just because I am Hispanic
I am not dramatic
I am not loud
I am not the same
I am ME!

Just Because
By Mary Seward
Just because I am a black woman
I am not mean
I am not angry
I am not loud
I am STRONG
Just because I am a black woman
I am not ghetto
I am not violent
I am not aggressive
I am INTELLIGENT
Just because I am a black woman
I am not uneducated
I am not controlling
I am not selfish
I am FEARLESS
Just because I am a black woman
I am not disrespectful
I am not desperate
I am not irrelevant
I AM A STRONG, INTELLIGENT,
FEARLESS BLACK WOMAN

Beware Ides, or
March 15, as
history shows
By Janelle Djan, Jazmin Estrella
Staff Writer, Illustrator

COMMENTARY

Keeping your friends close and your enemies
closer isn’t an understatement.
Julius Caesar, former Roman politician, suffered
at the hands of fate when he was stabbed to death
23 times by a mob of mutinous senators, including
his best friend Brutus. This betrayal transpired due
to conspiracies between Roman senators at their
meeting in the theater of Pompey March 15, 44
B.C. The story gained popularity when poet and
playwright William Shakespeare conducted an
astonishing play portraying what had transpired.
“Et tu, Brute?”
When pondering over Caesar’s assassination,
your mind is flooded with an abundance of
questions, almost all revolving around “why”? Why
was he stabbed to death? Why did his best friend
betray him? What conspiracy resulted in his death?
Or perhaps was the whole ordeal all out of
jealousy?
“Caesar was scheduled to leave Rome to fight in
a war March 18 and had appointed loyal members
of his army to rule the Empire in his absence. The
Republican senators, already chafing at having to
abide by Caesar’s decrees, were particularly angry
about the prospect of taking orders from Caesar’s
servants. Cassius Longinus started the plot against
the dictator, quickly getting his best friend Marcus
Brutus to join,” according to history.com.
Just think: maybe Caesar’s assassination could
have been avoided were it not for his ignorance
towards a warning he received. While entering the
meeting of the senators, Caesar was handed a note,
but he did not read it. He also got rid of his security
not long before his assassination, according to an
article on smithsonian.com.
The phrase itself, the Ides of March, has died
off throughout the years, with very few knowing
or having heard of the tale behind it.
“The only time I use it is if someone has a baby.
I say ‘oh, you were born on the Ides of March,’ ”
said biology teacher Mrs. Wright.
The title of this infamous day can be traced to
the Latin word “idus,” which was then used in Old
French, and later made its way into Old English.
The word originally meant “to divide,” and was
later implemented into ancient Roman calendars
which took place in the middle of each month.
According to Earthsky.org, ides were meant to
mark the full moon, however, that didn’t work out
because calendar months and lunar months were
different lengths.
Ides are the fifthteenth day of many months
(March, May, July, and October) and the thirteenth
day of others. Despite being commonly known for
the atrocity that took place in March, ides are a
monthly occurrence: murderous plots excluded,
according to Dictionary.com.
If you wish to further enlighten yourself about
this day, there are various platforms to indulge in.
There’s the 2011 movie, a book written by
Thornton Wilder, and the well-known play by
William Shakespeare. According to imbd.com, The
Ides of March movie was rated a 7.1 out of 10
stars.

Calling all artists: help beat mental health issues, substance abuse
By Derya Demirel
Correspondent

Students plan to create coloring book as outlet for struggling teens

COMMENTARY

Whether you’re the next Picasso,
or you’ve just mastered the stick
figure, we want your drawing!
There are many people dealing with
mental health issues who resort to substance abuse as an outlet. Because of
this, Julia Dawson, a Taft student, and
I are centering our Global Leadership
Institute final project around the
creation of a coloring book as an outlet
for people struggling with mental
health issues. This coloring book is
also a preventative for substance abuse
as its purpose is to be a release for
stressed or struggling teens.

We are looking for students with a
story of themselves or someone close
to them, who’ve dealt with mental
health issues or substance abuse, to
send in a drawing that is appropriate
for a coloring book. In addition to the
drawing, it’s imperative you send a
synopsis of your story to be included
in the coloring book. You DO NOT
have to identify if the person is you
or someone you know. After someone finishes coloring your picture,
they can turn the page and read your
story. No one is alone and we want
teens to be reminded of this before

resorting to drug or alcohol abuse.
This is partially a contest. We’re
looking for the top 15-20 most interesting stories and drawings to be
featured in the coloring book. The
drawings do not have to be connected
to the story in any way. As long as the
drawing has space to color in, it’s
acceptable in the contest. Please make
sure all drawings and stories are
appropriate as they will be read by
educators throughout Waterbury, the
superintendent, and the mayor.
To enter the contest, you can drop
off your picture and story to room 105

by Friday April 6, 2018! On either
paper, please include your full name,
age and homeroom number. We plan
on using artists’ first names and ages
in the coloring book. If you wish to
remain anonymous, please indicate that
on the application, but still include
your full name and homeroom number for identification purposes.
The drawing must fit on a standard 8.5 x 11 inch paper. The synopsis must be a page long or less.
The winners of the contest will
each be given a small prize, thanks to
The Taft School. Good luck!

Students celebrate St. Patrick’s Day by following family traditions
By Madison Sargeant
Staff Writer

COMMENTARY

Church, parades, feasts, four-leaf
clovers, time well spent with family…
All around the world the Irish
community gathers together to remember one of Ireland’s patron saints, St.
Patrick, while following family traditions March 17 every year.
“My family goes to my grandparent’s
house and eats corned beef and cabbage,”

said junior Mackenzie Kelly.
Many of these Irish-American
families celebrate the Irish national
holiday with a meal surrounded by their
loved ones.
“I spend St. Patrick’s Day with my
family. We have a corned beef dinner
with potatoes in celebration of it,” said
junior Marin Delaney.
Some think of the party experience
and traditions marking this celebration.
“When I think of St. Patrick’s Day I

think of the parades and corned beef,”
said Delaney.
Some teachers also participate in St.
Patrick’s Day festivities.
“I eat corned beef and cabbage and
wear green,” said Mr. Clark, teacher of
the talented and gifted.
Others are even influenced by
certain colors when they think of St.
Patrick’s Day.
“I think of the color green as it is
usually worn during the celebration,” said

junior Tyler Spooner.
Most Irish-American families all
have one thing in common while
celebrating, whether in America or
Ireland.
“I think of family and am happy to
spend time with them,” said junior
William Mahony.
“A goal of mine is to travel to
Ireland and experience St. Patrick’s Day
there with family,” said Florida resident
Emily Susarchick.
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Eating laundry detergent causes severe harm
By Elena Acevedo
Staff Writer

Tide pods, other single dose liquid packets, cause damage if ingested
Photos by E. Acevedo/staff

You ate a what?
A meme that has turned into
a worldwide sensation is now
surfacing on the web and gaining momentum by having
others do it: challenging them
to the Tide pod challenge, causing severe harm, doctors said.
“People want to encourage
others, because they are afraid
to do it themselves,” said childhood development teacher,
Mrs. DeSantis.
The Tide pod challenge is
where people are biting, chewing or eating Tide pods, the
brightly colored liquid laundry
detergent packets meant for
washing and cleaning stains out
of clothing. They are not edible

and have
m a n y
harmful
effects on
the body
including:
“Vomiting, abdominal
pain, flatulence, and diarrhea,”
and “burns to the skin, burns to
the eyes” and issues even more
severe, like “burns to the respiratory tract (and) burns to the
esophagus,” according to Dr. Joe
Krug of St. Vincent Hospital in
Indianapolis, Indiana.
These are just a few affects
Tide pods have had on certain
people, but it affects each per-

son differently. Eating
a Tide pod is
foolish and
can leave
you with a
trip to the
emergency
room.
Procter and Gamble said
they are working to help
prevent the number of people
eating a Tide pod.
“(Their) company released
a public service announcement
on social media,” according
Lindsey Bever, a staff writer
for the Washington Post.
The company made this
public service announcement

Tuesday, Jan. 16 2018, featuring New England Patriot Rob
Gronkowski showing how to
use a Tide pod properly and
continuously saying not to eat
Tide pods.
Thus far in 2018 poison
control centers have had 191
cases among 13-19 year olds
of intentional exposures to
single-load laundry packets,
up from 39 cases in 2016 and
53 cases in 2017, according to
the American Association of
Poison Control Center, a nonprofit organization.
Youtube and other social
media networks have begun
removing videos of anyone
participating or condoning the

eating of a Tide
pod. This goes
against their
guidelines,
because it is a
dangerous
activity leading
to harm. If you
have eaten a
Tide pod or
know someone
who has, call
the American
Association of
Poison Control Centers (800222-1222) or text Poison to
797979 to save that number in
your phone They are available
24 hours a day, free of
charge.

“I think people are always
looking to get their 15 minutes
of fame, everyone is always
posting things on social media,
for social media fame and boredom,” said DeSantis.

What qualities do people seek in new governor? Trust ranks high
By Danny Ruiz, Deion Lindsay
Staff Writers

A budget, an election and lots of
hope?
Waterbury residents including
teachers and students gave their
thoughts on what they want from the
2018 candidates for governor since
governer Dannel P. Malloy announced
in 2017 he will not seek a third term.
“He’s increased our states sales tax,
he did not fund the teacher retirement
fund. There were a couple of state
shutdowns that closed state parks
very early on and in my opinion he
did not provide the leadership I elected
him for,” said Mr. Mancuso, technology education department chair.
What else are people looking for in a
new governor?
“Someone who is educated, has

good leadership qualities and always
puts the needs of the people ahead of
any political agendas, choosing to always do what is morally correct,” said
Brayan Rivera, a college student.
From colleges to high schools, the
vision for governor can differ greatly.
“I’m looking for a governor who
gives money to schools,” said Ricky
Ramos, a senior.
Ramos does not stand alone in his
belief that education must be valued.
“Someone (is needed) who values
education and supports public
schools, tech schools and colleges,”
said Mr. Sprueill, an Upward Bound
teacher. “Someone who will inspire
young people to get into politics
because we need more youth involved
in politics, especially in low-income
communities.”
While some do believe that a new

governor should inspire the state’s
youth to become involved in politics,
others think leadership is an important trait a governor should possess.
“Leadership, so when there’s a
crisis: weather, a storm or flooding or
ice accumulating in the river, he or she
gets to work and devises a plan,” said
Mancuso.
With leadership and quick response
to statewide crisis comes compromise
and the passing of varying legislation.
“He or she should work with the
legislature to improve Connecticut by
passing bills in different areas, there
shouldn’t be any shutdowns. They
instead should be working together,”
said Mancuso.
In passing bills, some believe a new
governor should have expert advisers
and allocate funds with care.
“Someone who allocates funds

appropriately, minimizes wasteful
spending, isn’t corrupt, and has
experts in fields from specific job
sectors to determine policies,” said
Mrs. Joyce, a history teacher.
“Someone who can handle our
state’s budget and consider the needs
of people in all income brackets and is
trustworthy,” said Sprueill.
Some realize this role’s importance.
“He is very significant because he
is the one person chosen by the
majorities of our community, a
community that saw him fit to lead
our state towards a better tomorrow,”
said Rivera.
There, of course, are some who
may no longer have interest or care in
politics. Others have taken a detailed
look at a Connecticut under Malloy.
“The taxes went up, the streets
have never been fixed correctly and

the only good thing he has done is fixing the highway,” said Freddy Rivera,
a Waterbury resident and father.
“The governor’s actions can have a
very significant impact on my every
day life due to the fact he or she is
capable of bringing change to the laws
or policies that mold the way I go by
my life,” said Rivera.
With Malloy’s term coming to a
close, the state is left with the hopes
and wishes of a Connecticut mostly
ready for a new governor, such as:
“A governor that does not embezzle
money for his or her own purposes.
Also, we will benefit from a governor
that is honest and trustworthy and has
great moral dignity and stands for
integrity. Finally, I would like a
governor that is non-biased and has
multicultural sensitivity,” said local
mother Mary DeJesus.

Pi Day in mid-March stumps some, still remains useful to others
By Noah Crespo, Luis Leon Colon
Staff Writer, Correspondent

Small symbol, big purpose.
With the arrival of annual Pi day Wednesday March 14, 2018
it’s about time 3.14 gets some recognition. Pi has been around for
more than 4,000 years since the ancient Babylonian people tried
to determine the area of a circle, and later it was given a “modernization” by William Jones, a math teacher in the early 1700s.
“Pi is really important in geometry but when you get to a
higher point in math ‘e’ is more important,” said Mrs. Rothen, an
Algebra teacher.
Pi seems to be integral in certain areas of math but what else?
“It’s irrational; it goes on and on and on,” said Mr. Cyr, science
department chair and a biology teacher.
Along with Cyr, another staff member hasn’t really needed Pi.

“Well, in my current position Pi really isn’t that relevant and I William Jones (1675-1749),” according to Historytoday.com.
haven’t really used Pi since my undergraduate college days,” said
While Jones died in 1749, he left something that would stick
Mr. McGrath, a computer applications teacher.
within the realm of math for centuries to come, even if some might
Even if some feel Pi is irrelevant, the symbol has a long history not necessarily take it seriously.
dating all the way back to the ancient Babylonian people of Egypt.
“It tastes good,” said Paul Gonzalez, a homeschooled resident.
“The ancient Babylonians calculated the area of a circle by
Of course, people get the two words--pi and pie--mixed up.
taking three times the square of its radius, which gave a value of pi
“Urban dictionary defines it as a nice pastry with inner filling,”
= 3,” according to explatorium.com.
said Ricky Ramos, a senior.
Once the ancient Babylonian
people discovered the value of Pi,
mathematician William Jones of the
United Kingdom made Pi what it is
By Jurea McIntosh
known as today.
other strong women like Tracee Ellis Ross
Staff Writer
“In fact it was first used in print
made me feel empowered,” said Earlington.
in its modern sense in 1706 by a
“And to those who would dare try to silence
Oprah Winfrey accepted the Cecil B.
self-taught mathematics teacher

March movies, theaters attract viewers
By Brianna Bryant
Correspondent

Wrinkle in Time, new recliners draw attention

March is going mad for movies.
Teenagers are getting ready for new movies premiering in March 2018 because they are interested
in some including A Wrinkle in Time and Love
Simon, as well as Death Wish, Pacific Rim: Uprising, and Black Panther, according to
www.movieinsider.com.
“I’m looking forward to see Wrinkle in Time
and Love Simon,” said Janaya Santos, a freshman.
“I want to watch A Wrinkle in Time, Tomb
Raider, and Love Simon,” said freshman Ariella
Agollari.
March 2018 features multiple selections of new
movies and sequels, but the question is why were
they released this time of year?
“It’s because it’s starting to become warm again,”
said Agollari.
March is usually the time where Hollywood
releases their “less-than-stellar” movies that end
up becoming big hits, according to
www.riotsstudios.com.
Now that producers are coming out with new
movies, it was about time for movie theaters to
have some remodeling done.
“Movie theaters began to remodel the theaters
because they want to attract more customers,” said

Santos.
“Cinemark North Haven, Starplex Southington
and Regal Waterford have installed recliners. Kevin
LaFlamme, general manager at Holiday Cinemas
in Wallingford, said that theater is converting three
of its 13 theaters for recliner theaters,” according
to www.courant.com.
There are three types of movie screenings:
IMAX, 3D, and 2D. Depending on the type of
person you are, you may want upfront action
that will cost you extra or want things simple and
you’ll save more.
“USA Today reports that IMAX ticket sales
hit $55 million during the first six weeks of 2012,
a 45 percent rise over the same period in the previous year. This is despite the fact that a ticket to
a movie in IMAX often costs $15 or more.
Whereas paying a $5 premium for a film in 3-D is
widely considered a rip-off...IMAX seems more
like a genuine upgrade, a plain-old better and more
impressive experience,” according to
www.business.time.com.
“There’s a difference because most people go
for a regular 2D movie and not really 3D. Usually
IMAX costs more so not as many people buy
tickets for that,” said Santos.

Times Up movement seeks justice
us, we offer you two words: Time’s up.”
- Janelle Monae
With the growing number of sexual assaults
and discrimination nationwide against women,
Hollywood actresses, actors and music artists
have created the Times Up movement to stand
up against the inequality of women and influence people to join the movement that began
with the 2018 awards season in January.
“If they didn’t care about the #metoo or
#timesup movement they would not put themselves out there in the public eye and voice/
stand up for what is right for those who are too
often silenced by sexual abuse and harassment,”
said Shian Earlington, a Canton H.S. junior.
The Times Up movement was launched Jan.
1, 2018 by key founders Shonda Rhimes, a
Hollywood writer; Reese Witherspoon, an
actress; Donna Langley, Universal Pictures
chief; and Nina Shaw, entertainment lawyer.
“It calls for legislation to strengthen laws
regarding workplace harassment and discrimination, and renewed backing for the ‘50/50 by
2020’ (movement for gender-balanced workplaces by the year 2020) push,” according to
Cynthia Littleton, a writer from Variety.com.
“It came at a time in which it was needed
especially because so many people are feeling
helpless and voiceless,” said Christian Milian,
a freshman at Yale University and Kennedy’s
2017 salutatorian.
The movement started at the Golden Globes
Jan. 7 with most actors and actresses wearing
black to show their support. At the Grammys
Jan. 28 instead of wearing all black, music artists
wore white roses for the movement.
“Seeing my favorite celebs like Oprah and

DeMille Award at the Golden Globes and
delivered a powerful speech that focused on
the movement, her career and sexual assault
in Hollywood.
“I thought it was a little overdone, but
she has good intentions,” said Cody Bassett,
a senior.
Statistics show sexual assault victims may
endure lifelong trauma.
“Victims are four times more likely to
have an emotional breakdown than are nonvictims. 25 to 50 percent of sexual assault
victims are likely to seek mental health
services and often suffer from lifelong
physical manifestations of sexual trauma,”
according to endsexualviolencect.org.
“More can be done but that is hard simply due to the fact that wealth seems to trump
justice nowadays in all places,” said Milian.
As a society, there is some progress.
“You’re hearing a lot more about it now,
there are allegations from 20 years ago but
they’re all coming out now because of past
intimidation and fear placed on the victims,”
said Cris Bond, a senior.
To anyone in a situation of sexual
assault, harassment or discrimination, help
is available, and you do have rights.
“Your body is yours and yours alone, it is
no one’s except yours,” said Tyler Ivester, a
student at Boston University.
It’s not an easy subject to talk about, but
there are resources and help.
“Call 800.656.HOPE for the National
Sexual Assault Hotline that serves people
affected by sexual violence,” according to
Rainn.org.
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Ready or not, juniors take SAT for free March 21
By Jenilyn Djan
Staff Writer

Link with Khan Academy to get personalized help in studying

Linking your College Board and
Khan Academy accounts can help you
succeed in the SAT.
Kennedy juniors have been spending hours on end studying and preparing for their first SAT, a standardized
test that will allow colleges to get a
better understanding of a student’s
academic ability, and it’s being offered
for free in school Wednesday March
21, 2018.
“I feel a little nervous and overwhelmed, but if I study hard enough I
should be alright,” said junior Michael
Graham.
Some students feel overwhelmed
and pressured to do well on both the
Math and English portions of the SAT,
as they know that colleges will use the
SAT for admission.
“I’ve always lacked behind in math
and I know I’m not going to do my
best in that aspect, but hopefully the
English portion will make up for it,”
said junior Susana Mejia.
The SATs are separated into five
sections: Math (with and without a
calculator), Evidence-Based Reading,
and Writing and Language with an

optional essay portion. The highest a
student can score on each section is
800.
“I’m pretty nervous for taking the
SAT for the first time, due to the fact
it’s hard to find the time to review for
the test while juggling sports, extracurricular activities, and studying for
tests in my classes,” said junior Hannah
West.
Khan Academy, a free online
academic helper, has partnered with
College Coard to help students
prepare for the SAT. Based on your
PSAT scores, Khan Academy generates your own personalized SAT practice tests and creates a individualized
schedule you can access at any time of
the day, helping keep students on
track. The best part...it’s free. All
students need to do is link their
College Board and Khan Academy
accounts. If you have any questions
see your guidance counselor.
“Having a personalized test helps
me understand what I need help
improving on specifically, it also helps
me work on my weakness such as reading,” said junior Sergio Guevara.

Standardized tests are not the only
way to get better at different subjects,
however. Gear Up has partnered with
Catalyst to offer a free eight-week
course at Naugatuck Valley Community College every Wednesday until
March 7, 2017 to help juniors
partnered with Gear Up prepare for
the SAT.
“So far the program has been
really helpful.The teacher breaks
down all the topics that will appear
on the SAT into a much simpler form.
I’ve already learned so much from
attending the classes and I plan on
following through until the program
ends,” said junior Jocelyn Dinino, who
has attended every single meeting.
The SATs are important to students
planning to apply for college in their
senior year. If the SAT isn’t the test
you need, there is the option of taking
the ACT. The ACT has four sections:
English, Math, Reading, and Science
Reasoning with an optional essay
portion. Instead of a 400-1600 point
scale, it’s scored on a scale of 1-36
points.
“To prepare for either the SAT or

the ACT, it’s all about time
management. Doing something like Khan Academy
keeps you on task so it
isn’t overbearing,” said
junior Risper Githinji, who
attends the NVCC workshop and is also an Eagle
Flyer staff writer.
PRACTICE Junior Jydia
Davis studies for the
upcoming SAT, offered
in school for free
Wednesday, March 21,
2018 by practicing in a
SAT study guide.
Photo by Jenilyn Djan/staff

Take pledge to ban R-word
By Madison Turner
Staff Writer

Use more respectful language

‘Spread the Word to End the Word’
Day is here, and the Best Buddies club
is spreading awareness yet again.
If you’re in the club, then you’re
aware of this special day held to

promote awareness of people to stop
using the R-word, “retard(ed)”
Thursday, March 7, 2018.
“My sister is intellectually
disabled, so I grew up in that community of people. A lot of students and
adults use the word in place of stupid
and it’s insulting; People don’t even
realize it’s a mean word, so we want
them to understand it is,” said Miss
Hicock, English teacher, who explained
why she decided to be a part of this
club and is organizing this event.
So why take this pledge to stop
saying the R-word? The Joseph P.
Kennedy Jr. Foundation for the
Benefit of Persons with Intellectual
Disabilities created a website with
many good reasons:
“The R-word is the word
‘retard(ed).’ Why does it hurt? The
R-word hurts because it is exclusive.
It’s offensive. It’s derogatory. Our
campaign asks people to pledge to
stop saying the R-word as a starting
point toward creating more accepting
attitudes and communities for all
people. Language affects attitudes and
attitudes affect actions. Pledge today
to use respectful, people-first language,” according to the website
w w w. r- w o r d . o r g / r- w o r d - w h y pledge.aspx#.Wp1HaR3wa1s.
Best Buddies is a club where
regular education students interact
with special education students to do
fun activities and build friendships.
“I decided to join the club because
I enjoy helping others for the greater
good and I think this fundraiser will
accomplish goals for the club,” said
Nathalia Valera, a junior, speaking
about the club t-shirts.
Sadly, not everybody may have the
time to join, like Sophia Gaspard, a
freshman.
“I would join if possible, I used to
participate in Special Olympics with
P.A.L. and it was always a good time.
I’ve heard only good things about Best
Buddies,” Gaspard said.

Photo by Madison Tuner/staff

PUT PEOPLE FIRST This poster in
English teacher Miss Hicock’s room 116
explains the importance of taking the
pledge to stop saying the R-word.

Sports
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Grasping ‘March Madness’
By Francesca Lundy, Toni Lopez
Correspondent, Sports Editor

Basketball captivates

Tourney runs until April 2

You’ve been training for this your whole
life, are you ready?
The men’s and womens’s Division I college basketball teams are getting ready to
compete in Final Four tournaments, at the
Nationwide Arena in Columbus, Ohio, for
the women and San Antonio, Texas for the
men; where the 64 (female) and 68 (male)
teams will go against each other to see who
will go down in history as the dominant
team of 2018, beginning selection day
Monday, March 12 through Sunday, April
1 for the women, and Sunday, March 11
through Monday, April 2 for the men.
“For the first 12 years of the men’s tournament, only eight teams were invited to
participate. The number grew steadily until a 65-team tournament format in 2001,”
according to www.history.com.
March Madness has been here 79 years.
“The NCAA held its first women’s
basketball tournament in 1982. The
women’s tournament started with 32 teams,
expanding to 64 teams before the 1994 season,” according to www.history.com.
Some people watch the games and fill
out brackets predicting winners because
they like to see competition, even though
they don’t know anything about it.

“I’m one of those guys that fills out
the bracket and knows nothing about
basketball,” said Mr. Knecht, band
teacher.
Since the tournament began in 1939,
UCLA has the most titles with 11. Kentucky follows with eight national titles
while North Carolina has six for the men’s
Division 1 teams. Connecticut has the most
for women with 11 titles.
“Selection Sunday will take place on
March 11 this year, when the NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball Committee reveals
which 68 teams have made the field for that
year’s basketball championships,” according to www.ncaa.com.
There are 345 NCAA member institutions that sponsor Division I women’s
basketball teams and are eligible to compete
in the National Championship. All 345
programs support approximately 7,000
women’s basketball student-athletes across
the country.
“The 2018 Division I Women’s Basketball championship provides for a field of 64
teams to compete in a single elimination
tournament. Of the 64 teams, 32 teams will
receive automatic qualification with the
remaining best 32 teams selected on an at-

By Isaac Smyth, Justin Duran
Correspondents

large basis by the Division I Women’s
Basketball Championship Sport Committee,” according to www.ncaa.com.
At leat two Kennedy basketball players expressed interest in March Madness.
“My favorite college team is Oregon
University, but my favorite player is Miles
Bridges, and if I was in their shoes I would
like to win the Final Four. Basketball
provides a whole lot of fun. You can
socialize and meet other people with similar interests to yours. It is always fun to
meet like-minded people,” said senior
La’Shawn Smith.
“My favorite team is Duke University, but my favorite player is Devonte
Graham of Kansas, and if I was in their
shoes I would definitely want to win in
the Final Four being able to use basketball
as a way to go college for free, meet new
people and go so many different places,”
said junior Jay Turner.

Intensity thrills

March Madness, which runs through April 2, 2018 is an event
treated like a holiday by the majority of basketball fans interested
in college basketball. Asking Waterbury, Conn. residents their
thoughts on this event gave many positive reviews.
“Man, I love seeing the fire within these college kids. On the
court you can feel the will to be the best,” said Louie Doe, a city
resident.
March Madness is known to be extremely competitive
between colleges across the nation. Everyone wants to be the best
and reach the top, and some fans follow teams for years.
“Ever since middle school, I’ve been following March Madness, but I went to UConn and made friends with the former
national champs Richard Hamilton, Ricky Moore, KHalid Elamin,
and Jake Vasco,” said Mr. Phostole, special education department
chair and teacher.
Selection Sunday occurs March 11 for the men and March 12
for the women, which reveals 68 or 64 teams, respectively, who
made the cut this year. Who will reign as the national champs?
“North Carolina has a good chance of winning since they were
the reigning champs of 2017, but the league they’re in this year
makes things super competitive,” said senior Pablo Barrera.
March Madness is where you can go big if your team wins the
finals; this is their life at that point. The dedication each team puts
into every game to win is intense, especially since these are college
students who are soon to be pros.
“To us this is just March Madness, college kids going at it for
the big win. But to them, this is the dedication and hard work that
they’ve put into every shot they’ve thrown at this point. This is
what makes or breaks them,” said Lorenzo Bentley, city resident.

Winter sports’ teams wind down as memories, highlights surface
Swimmers recall best times, improving

Despite losing members, cheerleaders stay strong, upbeat

By Toni Lopez

By Toni Lopez

Sports Editor

Don’t count
laps. Make every
lap count.
Kennedy’s
boys’ swimming
team members
were asked about
their improvements and highlights from the season
as of Feb. 4, 2018.
“Some highlights were our meets
against Holy Cross and our meet
against Crosby/Waterbury Career
Academy. It’s great to feel and see the
sportsmanship between the teams.
Even though we are going against each
other, support from your teammates
and support from the other swimmers
goes a long way and it relieves stress
and makes the meet fun and enjoy-

able,” said junior Sergio Guevara.
“A highlight during the season was
going 1:01.6 on the butterfly to get
closer to making it to States,” said
senior Daniel Familia.
To become a better athlete you
have to work out daily and be healthy.
“There aren’t that many injuries
besides cramps and some strained
muscles,” said junior Tyler Spooner.
Even though the team practices
much, there’s still more to do, like:
“Improving my time during
meets,” said senior Anthony
Dimitriadis.
Swimming is not only about improvements and highlights. At least
one member was look ahead.
“I mostly do it to improve my
swimming for the future but I still
enjoy doing it,” said freshman Kaine
Luarasi.

Sports Editor

To the world they are just a team,
to each other they are a family.
Girls’ varsity cheerleading revealed
their favorites, challenges, what’s best
and a recap of the sport seasons, in
Kennedy, as of Feb. 3, 2018.
“My favorite thing about cheer is
the energy each teammate has, it
really creates an overall experience.
Cheer is so underrated by many
people, but our team has been able to
show them what true cheerleading is
like and we’ve gained much respect.
That’s the best part of cheer, working
so hard we can prove everyone wrong
who’s ever doubted us,” said senior
Felicia Grecco.
Along with hard work were some
ups and downs.
“The team is great. But we just have

a problem with sticking together
sometimes. When we do get along it’s
the greatest and it’s all smiles. I just
enjoy the experience,” said junior
Zakaiya Walton.
While there are challenges the girls
faced, they stepped it up.
“The challenges the team has faced
is keeping the emotions out of the
sport. It’s easy to catch an attitude,
mostly with a group of all females,”
said junior Nathalia Valera.
Now there is a newcomer for the
first time on the cheerleading team.
“I’ve only been here a month
memorizing all the cheers and learning
how to stunt. The new friends I’ve
made and being comfortable with making mistakes for the cheerleaders asked
me to join and said they would love to
have me on the team. Also they’ve
lost some girls so I didn’t mind join-

ing. I enjoy trying new things,” said
senior Syrenitee Kee.
Losing members can hurt, but it
can bring those who remain together.
“We lost a couple members of the
team so we can’t compete, but we
don’t have many challenges because
we aren’t competing so we just
practice cheers and stuff for the
games,” said senior Jaleesa Bellamy.
“The best thing about cheerleading are
the memories and laughs we make
together as a team! Everyone is so
different but we all come together and
it makes for a good time.”
Members learned to have fun while
appreciating each others’ differences.
“The best part about cheerleading
is being a part of a team and learning
how to work with each other and the
different personalities,” said senior
Arabelle Ebnoti.

Indoor track members enjoy competition, appreciate coaches’ work

Girls’ basketball view team as ‘second home’

By Toni Lopez

By Toni Lopez

Sports Editor

Achievements.
Indoor track team members shared
some highlights and motivational
aspects of their sport, including winning league medals as of Feb. 1, 2018.
“For the team as a whole, I would
say it could’ve been better if we had a
healthier team, but for everyone individually, it was honestly one of the
best experiences I’ve had with
running so far,” said sophomore
Christina Capozzi.
Motivation is key and that keeps
them trying their very hardest.
“What motivates me to do my best
when running on the track is the competition and wanting to get faster each
time I run. Also Coach Nick and Coach
Hagley motivate me to do my best as
well because without them I wouldn’t
have made it to States with all the hard
work they make us do I put it to use

on the track (they are the best),” said
junior Jordyn Wilson.
“The things that motivate me are
my teammates and my coach. Seeing
my teammates doing good makes me
want to do better and be outstanding,
with my coach, he pushes us to be
great and actually works us to the brim
because he sees the potential in us and
with his coaching for the season,
mostly everybody on the team got
faster times because of that,” said
senior Travon Blagmon. “Also people
calling me extremely skinny and weak
motivates me too because people say
that but don’t know that I’m fast and
strong, too.”
One member values individuality.
“I enjoy the freedom of finding
your own pace that comes with running,” said junior Aaron Lamar.
The NVLs was a challenge for the
runners on the team, but they managed to stay positive and try their best.

Boys’ basketball players
discuss love of game,
accomplishments in 2018

“NVLs was challenging but in a
positive way and I like to compete
with tough competition,” said junior
Rhakeem Henry.
Two girls got medals, surprisingly.
“Yes I did get a medal for the 55m
dash. Overall I ended up getting third
which was a big shocker since it wasn’t
the plan/expectation,” said Capozzi.
“NVLs was pretty good, a lot of
competition, but it was worth it. My
personal record was twice in my 55
meter dash which was my main concern. I made it to finals along with
Christina who’s my biggest motivation,” said Wilson. “We both got 7.84
in a dead heat and both of us received
third place bronze medal.”
One senior enjoys the challenge.
“(What) I like best about running is
it’s you against you, the only restrictions from getting faster is yourself. It
forces you to push yourself to your
very limits,” said senior Arlen Milian.

By Toni Lopez
Sports Editor

“I’ve always believed that if you put in the
work the results will come. I don’t do things
half-heartedly. Because I know if I do, then I can
expect half-hearted results,” said basketball
legend Michael Jordan.
Kennedy’s varsity boys’ basketball team

Sports Editor

“Everything you practice, whether
it be on the court or in the gym, it’s all
helping you take the next step to
success,” said Adrianna Proulx, a U.S.
basketball player.
The girls’ varsity basketball players were asked about the season, injuries and highlights as of Feb. 11, 2018.
“It’s a hobby, it’s an outlet from
everything else that happens in my life,
it’s a second home,” said junior Amira
Curevac.
Mostly girls on the team feel more
like a family in terms of memories.
“During the season we all come
together and work as a team. Also just
all the fun times we have together were
like a family,” said junior Phoebe
Cossette.
During games hard work paid off.
“Some highlights I had during the
year are the wins versus Wilby and

shared their love of the game, highlights and
injuries from the season as of Feb. 11, 2018.
“I love basketball because a lot of people
play just to play, I play because I have actual
love for the game and it’s a way to escape all the
pain you go through,” said senior Jeremy Acosta.
A highlight from the season includes nearly a
dozen assists.

Crosby because some of our teammates were going against us and it was
just a good feeling to win against them,”
said junior Francielys Comas.
“Highlights during the season were
meeting and creating a close bond with
the freshman that just joined our team,
and setting a new career high for
points,” said junior Hannah West.
One girl started playing at five.
“I love basketball because my
father introduced it to me when I was
only five years old. Ever since that
day in my backyard, basketball has
been a lifestyle for me. I now plan on
using basketball as a method to get to
college and every game played has been
for my dad,” said senior Yakira
Edwards.
There were some injuries, too.
“Common (ones) are ankle, leg and
wrist injuries. Many basketball players seem to get shin splints during the
season,” said freshman Vivian Bunker.

“I would say against Wilby and Seymour I
recorded more than 10 assists in both of those
games,” said junior Jay Turner.
When getting hurt you want to come back
strong.
“I broke my wrist last year, but my first game
back I caught a dunk,” said senior La’Shawn
Smith.

